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ABSTRACT: Coating silicon particles with a suitable thin ﬁlm has appeared as a possible solution
to accommodate the swelling of silicon upon lithiation and its posterior cracking and pulverization
during cycling of Li-ion batteries. In particular, aluminum alkoxide (alucone) ﬁlms have been
recently deposited over Si anodes, and the lithiation and electrochemical behavior of the system
have been characterized. However, some questions remain regarding the lithium molecular
migration mechanisms through the ﬁlm and the electronic properties of the alucone ﬁlm. Here we
use density functional theory, ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, and Green’s function
theory to examine the ﬁlm formation, lithiation, and reactivity in contact with an electrolyte
solution. It is found that the ﬁlm is composed of Al−O complexes with 3-O or 4-O coordination.
During lithiation, Li atoms bind very strongly to the O atoms in the most energetically favorable sites. After the ﬁlm is irreversibly
saturated with Li atoms, it becomes electronically conductive. The ethylene carbonate molecules in liquid phase are found to be
reduced at the surface of the Li-saturated alucone ﬁlm following similar electron transfer mechanisms as found previously for
lithiated silicon anodes. The theoretical results are in agreement with those from morphology and electrochemical analyses.
KEYWORDS: density functional theory, alucone coating, silicon anodes, lithium-ion batteries, structural changes from lithiation,
solid-electrolyte-interphase

■

INTRODUCTION

the volume expansion of silicon upon lithiation and thus
enhance the cycle stability.14
An eﬀective method to improve cycling performance of
lithium-ion batteries is surface modiﬁcation, which can enhance
the ionic and electric conductivity, accommodate volumetric
changes, prevent particle agglomeration, and modify surface
conditions favoring a robust interface.5,15−18 In recent years,
atomic layer deposition (ALD) and molecular layer deposition
(MLD) have been developed for boosting the stability of Li-ion
electrodes.19−22 By using these methods, continuous and
conformal ﬁlms deposit on silicon anodes, forming a thin
layer of coating that can eﬀectively protect electrodes. For
example, in comparison to the fast decay observed in a bare
silicon anode, MLD alucone-coated silicon anodes show
sustainable cycling performance with a high Coulombic
eﬃciency above 99.9%.22 More attractively, the approach
allows optimization of the mechanical properties without
sacriﬁcing rate capability of high-energy electrodes.
In this study, we focus on a hybrid organic−inorganic ﬁlm
fabricated using sequential, self-limited reactions between

The most common anode material for lithium-ion batteries is
graphite due to its relatively low cost and relatively long cycle
life. However, graphite anodes have some issues related to their
low energy density (LiC6, 372 mAh g−1, 804 Ah/L) and safety
(low operation voltage), which need to be improved. Silicon, an
alternative Li-ion anode material, stores 10 times more lithium
(Li22Si5, 4200 mAh g−1; Li15Si4, 3579 mAh g−1, 8343 Ah L−1)
than the current commercial graphite anode and moderate
operation potential versus lithium.1,2 Numerous studies have
investigated the intrinsic properties of silicon upon lithiation
and delithiation3−9 accompanied by large volumetric changes
up to ∼300%.10 This impedes the practical application of
silicon as anode materials, as this may lead to cracking and
pulverization of particles, making Si anodes lack suﬃcient
stability to sustain hundreds of charge/discharge cycles in Liion batteries.4,5 Moreover, during the electrochemical reactions,
a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer is formed on the
anode surface, leading to undesirable interfacial interactions
that inevitably consume lithium.11 The process results in a
series of side eﬀects, including large initial irreversible capacity,
low speciﬁc capacity, high impedance, and incomplete
lithiation.12,13 However, the SEI layer may eﬀectively limit
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favorable positions (as determined from the DFT optimizations) in
the alucone ﬁlm. The NVT ensemble at 450 K was used in order to
simulate liquid EC in contact with the ﬁlm-covered LixSiy surface. The
same setting was used to examine the reactivity of the coated surface.
Cluster calculations were carried out to evaluate details of the ﬁlm
structure and its lithiation using the hybrid B3PW91 functional which
is composed of Becke’s three parameter gradient-corrected exchange
functional31 and the Perdew−Wang 91 correlation functional.32 The
hybrid functional, B3PW91, has shown its reliability for the electronic
structure calculations in lithium-ion batteries.33−35 Both the geometry
optimization and the single-point calculations were carried out using a
6-311++G(d,p) basis set. Second derivatives were computed for
verifying local minima, determining transition states, and estimating
zero-point energy (ZPE) and thermal corrections.
The Si(100) 2 × 1 surface was simulated by a slab model with a 5 ×
5 unit cell, consisting of 5 Si layers and 5 nm vacuum. The vacuum
layer is partially ﬁlled by alucone polymers for investigating the
properties of the ﬁlm. The vacuum layer is reduced to 2−4 nm under
such conditions. The top 3 layers of the Si(001) were allowed to relax
to their lowest energy conﬁguration, while the bottom 2 layers were
ﬁxed to the bulk positions keeping their optimized lattice constants.
For both periodic and cluster calculations, the corresponding
adsorption energy, Eads, is deﬁned by the following equation: Eads =
Esub/ads − Esub − Eadsorbate, in which Esub/ads is the total energy of the
optimized substrate−adsorbate structures, Esub is the energy of the
substrate, and the Eadsorbate is the energy of adsorbate, both in free
states.
The electronic conductivity of the ﬁlm was evaluated utilizing the
DFT-Green’s function method described in our previous work.36
Brieﬂy, a composite interfacial system is built that is composed by a
model LixSiy electrode covered by the lithiated alucone layer. An
applied potential is imposed between two gold nanoelectrodes
triggering the leakage current that would occur during battery charge
(Figure 1).

trimethylaluminum (TMA) and glycerol. The aluminum
alkoxide (alucone) coating possesses a 3D network structure
[−Aln(−OCH2−CHO−CH2O−)m (n:m = 1)] on the surface
of silicon nanoparticles. Interestingly, the alucone-coated
anodes show some distinct electrochemical behaviors.22 The
structural and chemical evolution of MLD alucone-coated Si
nanoparticles has been examined by using in situ transmission
electron microscopy (TEM).11 The results revealed that the
native oxide layer on the Si particles has negative eﬀects on
electrochemical performance. The alucone MLD coating
procedures, however, almost fully removed the native oxide
layer. The coating layer exhibits excellent ﬂexibility, surviving in
the drastic volumetric expansion/shrinkage of the silicon
nanoparticle upon lithiation and delithiation. In addition,
conductivity measurements also indicate a substantial improvement of electrical conductivity of the lithiated alucone
coating.11
MLD coating has shown great potential for remarkable
improvement of Li-ion battery performance. Although
experimental investigations11,22,23 have revealed some important details about MLD-deposited ﬁlms, there are still several
questions regarding the structural and protection mechanisms
of the ﬁlms that remain unresolved. Molecular simulations and
theoretical calculations may play a critical role to explore these
issues; in particular, when combined with state-of-the-art
experimental technologies, understanding molecular level
mechanisms becomes possible. Here we use density functional
theory (DFT), ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD), and
DFT-Green’s function analysis to examine the possible
formation reactions and structure of the alucone ﬁlm, lithiation
mechanisms, electronic conductivity, and reactivity of the ﬁlm
in contact with the electrolyte as a function of its degree of
lithiation. We discuss the results comparing them with
experimental results from morphology and electrochemical
analyses toward better understanding the impact of this alucone
coating on the cycling behavior and interfacial chemistry of Si
anodes.

■

METHODOLOGY

Computational Details. Periodic DFT calculations were
performed to evaluate the ﬁlm formation reactions using the Vienna
ab initio simulation package (VASP 5.3),24−27 which solves selfconsistently the Kohn−Sham equations. The exchange-correlation
functional was described within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) proposed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE).28
For improving the computational eﬃciency, the projector augmented
wave (PAW) pseudopotentials were applied to the core electrons,29,30
while the valence electrons were described by plane wave basis sets
with a cutoﬀ energy of 400 eV. For surface adsorption calculations, the
Brillouin zone was sampled with a 2 × 2 × 1 Γ centered k-mesh in the
reciprocal space. The Gaussian smearing method was employed to
determine electron occupancies with a smearing width of 0.05 eV. The
convergence criterion of structure relaxation was set to 0.05 eV/Å.
AIMD simulations were conducted on the optimized Si(001)
surface in contact with a layer of alucone ﬁlm, using the NVT
ensemble. The time step was set to 1 fs, and the Nose thermostat was
employed to control the temperature oscillations during the simulation
with a Nose-mass parameter of 0.5, which gives a frequency of
oscillation corresponding to 176 time steps. Brillouin zone Γ point
sampling was applied in this case with a plane wave energy cutoﬀ of
400 eV. In each simulation, ethylene carbonate (EC) molecules and Li
atoms were placed in certain positions in the ﬁlm to determine Li+
diﬀusion. AIMD simulations were also employed on DFT optimized
LixSiy surfaces in contact with a layer of alucone ﬁlm, interacting with
EC molecules. Lithium atoms were placed in the most energetically

Figure 1. Model used for evaluations of electron transfer through the
ﬁlm. (a) The schematic represents a piece of the coated LixSiy
electrode. Both ends of the composite interface are connected to
nanogold contacts (green spheres), which are used to apply an external
applied potential (V). Such applied potential induces an electric ﬁeld
(E) at the interface and is the driving force for the leakage current that
would occur during charging of the battery. When the negative of the
source V is applied to the LixSiy side, electrons move from the LixSiy to
the ﬁlm, opposite to the conventional current (I) of positive carriers.
(b) Actual model used for Li18Si36-C14Li11Al5O15H26. Color code: gray,
Si; red, O; yellow, H; pink, Al; brown, C; purple, Li.

The current−applied potential (I−V) curves are calculated using
the transmission function T(E, V) using the Landauer equation37−41

I≈

2e
h

E f + V2

∫E +V
f

1

T (E , V ) dE

(1)

Here, e is the charge of the electron, h is the Planck constant, T(E, V)
is the transmission function, E is the energy, and Ef is the Fermi level
of the molecular junction.
The transmission function is calculated using the following
expression (see for instance42)
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing the alucone layer formation process on Si particle surfaces covered with native oxide. a, b, and c indicate the
successive reaction stages. Reprinted with permission from ref 11. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
+
T (E , V ) = Tr(T1(E , V )GM(E , V )T2(E , V )GM
(E , V )

AlMe3 + (HO)2 ‐Si(001) → AlMe−O2 −Si(001) + 2CH4

(2)

(6)

where Tk = i(∑−k − ∑+k ) (k = 1, 2) is the coupling between the
electrodes and the molecule, GM is the retarded Green function, and
G+M is its adjoint. GM is obtained using

The calculated reaction energies are −1.86 eV for reaction 5
and −3.00 eV for reaction 6, indicative of both reactions being
thermodynamically favorable. This conﬁrms that the alucone
coating is covalently bound to the Si surface, which ensures
mechanical integrity in the coated electrode. The adsorbed
CH3−Al group can react with glycols, such as ethylene glycol
and glycerol, followed by the further glycol-TMA reactions, and
ﬁnally formation of amorphous 3D-network structures with
chemical composition of −Aln(−OCH2−CHO−CH2O−)m
(n:m = 1).11 These reaction steps are also exothermic: For
instance, the following reactions (products shown in Figure 2b)
possess reaction energies of −1.20 eV for reaction 7 and −2.61
eV for reaction 8.

GM(E , V ) =
[ESMM(E , V ) − HMM(E , V ) −

∑ (E , V ) − ∑ (E , V )]−1
1

2

(3)
∑k(E, V) = HMkgk(E)HkM for k = 1, 2 is the self-energy from the
contacts. SMM and HMM are the overlap and Hamiltonian submatrices
corresponding to the composite interfacial system; they are obtained
from the global Schrödinger equation

H(V )φ(V ) = ε(V )S(V )φ(V )

(4)

once the wave function φ(V) is obtained in a self-consistent manner.
Experimental Details. Silicon nanoparticles (50 nm) were
purchased from Alfa Aesar and used to make the nanocomposite
electrode with acetylene black (AB), and PVDF (polyvinylidene
ﬂuoride, binder) (60:20:20 weight ratio). Alucone coating was directly
grown on the Si electrode by using MLD reaction of trimethylaluminum and glycerol. The fabrication process of the electrode and
MLD coating were reported in previous papers.22 HAADF (high angle
annular dark ﬁeld)-STEM (scanning transmission electron microscope) was performed with an FEI Tecnai F20 equipped with STEM
operated at 200 keV.22 Coin cells were used to test the electrochemical
properties of the alucone ﬁlm, which was deposited on the stainless
steel with a designed thickness. The coin cells were assembled in an
Ar-ﬁlled glovebox using the alucone ﬁlm as the working electrodes and
lithium metal foil as the counter electrode. The electrolyte was 1 M
LiPF6 dissolved in a 1:1 (volume ratio) mixture of ethylene carbonate
(EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC); the separator was a glass
microﬁber disk (WhatmanTM GF/F), and the shell was a stainless
steel CR2032 coin cell. All of electrochemical cycling was carried out
using Biologic VMP3.

AlMe−O2 −Si(001) + glycerol
→ HOCH 2CHOHCH 2O−Al−O2 −Si(001) + CH4
(7)

AlMe2 −O−Si(001) + 2glycerol
→ (HOCH 2CHOHCH 2O)2 −Al−O−Si(001) + 2CH4
(8)

The overall coating process is accordingly energetically
favorable. Further reactions with TMA determine ﬁlm growth
as shown in Figure 2c. Moreover, our DFT calculations show
that the partially oxidized Si(001) surface is distorted in the
coating process. The Si atoms bonding with oxygen are
typically stretched out of the surface ∼0.2 Å. The bond length
of newly formed Al−O is around 1.7 Å. For the adsorbed
Me2Al− and MeAl− groups, the bond lengths of Al−C show
no obvious change compared to that in TMA, as shown in
Figure 3.
The experimentally measured density of the thin ﬁlm is
∼1.6−1.7 g cm−3 while the ﬁlm was grown at 140−150 °C,
respectively.43 Considering the composition of the ﬁlm, each
single unit of the polymer, −C3H5O3Al−, occupies a volume of
∼120 Å3. Therefore, the 3D network must be packed very
tightly, as the minimum volume of single unit packing is ∼103
Å3. On the basis of this information, we infer that many crosslinks and branch chains must be formed in the structure,
because such connection modes allow utilizing the space
maximally. This is in good agreement with experimental results,
in which a dense and conformal coating of alucone adhered to
the nano-Si particle is observed using high-resolution HAADFSTEM as shown in Figure 4. Recent results from in situ TEM

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Film Formation and Structure. Experimental evidence
has indicated that the alucone MLD coating removed the native
oxide, leading to a covalently bonded and fully nucleated
alucone layer (2−5 nm) on Si particles.22,11 As the ﬁrst step of
the process, trimethyl aluminum, a metal precursor for the
coating process, reacts with the surface silanol groups of the
native oxides. We study the two corresponding reactions
illustrated in Figure 2a, where the methyl group is abbreviated
as Me:
AlMe3 + HO‐Si(001) → AlMe2 −O−Si(001) + CH4
(5)
11950
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Figure 3. Optimized geometry of the Me2Al− (a) and MeAl− (b)
adsorption on Si−Li oxide surface. The light blue, red, purple, and
yellow spheres represent Si, O, Al, and C atoms, respectively. The
marked distances are in Å.

also show the uniform coverage of the alucone ﬁlm on the Si
particles.11

Figure 5. (a) Plausible structure of alucone coating ﬁlm; (b) DFT
optimized ﬁlm structure based on the slab model. 1, 2, and 3 are
coordination modes of Al to O in the ﬁlm (see text). The light blue,
pink, red, gray, and white spheres represent respectively Si, Al, O, C,
and H atoms.

Figure 4. High-resolution HAADF-STEM images of the aluconecoated Si particles in diﬀerent magniﬁcations, conﬁrming that a thin
(∼5 nm), dense, and conformal coating of alucone adhered to the
nano-Si particle.

Figure 6. Cluster models of 3- and 4-coordinated Al complexes: A, 3O coordination; B, 4-O coordination; C, 4-O coordination with a
terminal OH group. The listed distances are in Å. Color code as in
Figure 4

Since the thickness of the polymer ﬁlm could reach up to
several nanometers (3−5 nm) on the Si electrode surface, we
built a slab model to examine the adsorption and diﬀusion
properties. The periodic model is composed of 5 layers of Si,
∼3 nm alucone, and ∼2 nm vacuum. The alucone polymer has
multi-cross-links connected by Al−O bonds, as illustrated in
Figure 3a. The density of the constructed polymer is ∼1.5 g
cm−3, comparable to the experimental value. In the initial
conﬁguration, each Al atom is bonded with 3 oxygen atoms
(Figure 5a). After DFT optimization, three bonding modes of
Al are identiﬁed in the ﬁlm: 1, each Al atom bonded with 4 O
atoms in a slighted distorted tetrahedron conﬁguration; 2, each
Al atom connected 3 O atoms, forming a pyramid
conﬁguration; and 3, each Al atom coordinated with 3 atoms,
but basically in a planar conﬁguration (Figure 5b). For 2 and 3,
the bond length of Al−O is usually around 1.67−1.73 Å; while
for 1, typically three Al−O bonds are in the range 1.70−1.80 Å,
and the fourth one is a little longer, ∼1.90 Å. Short AIMD
simulations of the optimized structure at 400 K show that the
conﬁgurations are generally sustained.
The periodic DFT results suggested that 4-O coordinated Al
complexes could be formed in the ﬁlm if nearby O atoms are
available. An interesting question follows: Which conﬁguration
is more stable, 3- or 4-O coordinated Al complexes? We used a
cluster model to compare the stability of the Al-complexes. As
shown in Figure 6, A is built as a 3-O coordinated complex with
3-O and an Al atom, while B and C are 4-O coordinated
complexes in which C contains CH3CH2OH as the fourth
ligand. The optimized structures have a similar Al−O bond

length compared to those in the slab model. B and C are
produced by the following addition reactions: A + CH3CHO−
→ B and A + CH3CHOH → C. The corresponding reaction
energies are −1.06 and −0.91 eV, respectively. Therefore,
introducing a fourth ligand into the 3-coordinated Al complex
is energetically feasible, and accordingly conﬁguration 1 (Figure
5b) is stable in the ﬁlm structure.
Film Lithiation. It is of importance to understand the
possible lithiation in the ﬁlm, as it may considerably inﬂuence
the electrochemistry of the Si anodes. On the other hand, the
ﬁlm structure may be modiﬁed in the process of lithiation. The
structural change could induce some eﬀects on the stability of
the ﬁlm. As a ﬁrst step, Figure 7 displays the use of the simple
cluster models, A, B, and C (Figure 6), to investigate lithiation
in the alucone ﬁlm.

Figure 7. Li+ binding on cluster model A, B, and C. The listed
distances are in Å. Li+ ions are denoted as purple spheres. The color
code for the other atoms is as in Figure 4
11951
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Figure 8. Li binding sites (1−5) in the slab model. For each binding site, the nearby optimized geometry is depicted. The listed distances are in Å.

For all the conﬁgurations, Li+ is bound with 2 oxygen atoms.
The bond length of Li−O is around 1.9 Å. Our calculations
indicate that all the conﬁgurations can bind Li+. The
corresponding values of binding energy are −2.63 eV for A,
−3.15 eV for B, and −3.30 eV for C, suggesting very strong Li
bindings on all the complexes. The result implies that Li ions
may reside in the ﬁlm, thus leading to some irreversible
capacity. Notably, Li+ binding is stronger in the 4-O
coordination complex. We may thus deduce that the lithiation
may ﬁrst take place in those sites.
We further examine the Li+ binding in diﬀerent positions of
the ﬁlm and Si surface. For this purpose, a slab model
containing 5-layer Si(001) and ﬁlm of 1 nm thickness is
constructed. Li+ is located in 5 diﬀerent initial positions,
ranging from the ﬁlm outer surface to the inner layer of
Si(001), as depicted in Figure 8. For each initial conﬁguration,
stable binding sites are obtained after DFT geometry
optimization. As Li+ carries positive charge and the O atoms
are the negative charge centers in the ﬁlm, it is straightforward
that the electrostatic interactions of Li+ and O provide the
primary contribution for the binding. In positions 1 and 2
(Figure 8), there are 3 O atoms involved in the Li+ binding; the
Li−O distance varies from 1.9 to 2.1 Å. Conﬁgurations 3 and 4
are closer to the Si(001) surface, and each one only has 2
neighboring O around Li+. Notably, although locations 3 and 4
(Figure 8) are located near the Si surface initially, no strong Si−
Li interaction was found: The shortest Si−Li distance is 2.82 Å
for the optimized structures. These results reveal that the Li−O
interactions are predominant in the ﬁlm, and even on the ﬁlm/

Si interface. In 5, Li+ is positioned in the Si subsurface, and it
binds with 4 neighboring Si atoms. The calculated binding
energies are listed in Table 1. Here we use the binding energy
Table 1. Calculated Li+ Binding Energies at Diﬀerent Sites in
the Filma
conﬁguration

distance of Li+ to Si(001) surface (Å)

binding energy (eV)

1
2
3
4
5

7.95
4.02
1.73
1.40
−2.66

0
2.13
2.73
2.87
4.15

a

The binding energy of 1 is set to 0 as a reference. The conﬁgurations
are shown in Figure 7.

of 1 as a reference, and the value is set to 0. According to the
calculated binding energies, the binding strength orders as 1 >
2 > 3 > 4 > 5. Compound 1 shows the strongest Li+ binding,
whereas the weakest binding strength is found in 5.
Interestingly, the order is consistent with the positions of Li+
in the slab model: Li+ binding on the upper surface of the ﬁlm
is the strongest one. The strength is gradually reduced with Li+
moving inside the ﬁlm, reaching on the ﬁlm/Si interface and
entering into the Si bulk. This analysis suggests that the
lithiation starts at the alucone coating ﬁlm, in particular, on the
surface of the 3D network. Furthermore, considering the strong
O−Li interactions, the Li+ release process from the ﬁlm is
unlikely to happen, and the ﬁlm lithiation involving saturation
of the favorable sites discussed in Figure 7 may be considered as
11952
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irreversible. In order to conﬁrm the irreversible storage of
lithium ion in the alucone ﬁlm, the 1.2 nm MLD alucone ﬁlm
was coated on stainless steel and electrochemically cycled
against Li metal. It shows that the MLD ﬁlm has an irreversible
capacity loss of 48% (Supporting Information, Figure S1),
which agrees well with the calculated results. Additionally, the
increase in thickness of this alucone coating layer after lithiation
was observed under in situ TEM characterization.11 It is
expected that volume expansion occurs to accommodate
lithium insertion in this super dense ﬁlm. Therefore, lithiation
starting from the alucone layer expands the ﬁlm to further
accommodate the large volume expansion of Si particles.
We also examined atomic charge evolution of the ﬁlm during
lithiation. Figure S2 (Supporting Information) shows that there
is a very slight reduction in the average charge of the Al atoms
(from an average of +2.39 at Li:Al ratio = 0.09 to an average of
+2.22 at 0.90 Li:Al ratio) and a corresponding slight increase in
the average charge on O atoms (from −1.37 to −1.42,
respectively), whereas the charges on Li and C atoms remain
constant. Thus, the electrons contributed by the new Li atoms
incorporated into the ﬁlm are distributed among the O and Al
atoms. Further information about changes in the electronic
distribution during lithiation is obtained from electron density
maps. Figure S3 (Supporting Information) reveals how the
electron density is accumulated surrounding the O atoms while
electron-depleted regions surround the Al and Li atoms. Since
the ﬁlm possesses a relatively high degree of porosity, Li-ion
transport should be facilitated by the presence of the electronrich regions that increase with the Li concentration (Supporting
Information Figure S3). Recent work44 has suggested that Li
ions may diﬀuse via a knock-oﬀ mechanism in porous
crystalline structures such as Li2CO3 in order to maintain
high O coordination, and this mechanism would be preferred to
direct hopping through empty spaces in the lattice. Our analysis
of binding geometries and energies (Figure 8 and Table 1)
along with the existence of electron-rich regions (Supporting
Information Figure S3) that may facilitate relatively fast Li
transport suggests that the most favorable knock-oﬀ mechanism
may be also favorable in the alucone ﬁlm. It is also interesting
to compare the alucone ﬁlm lithiation with that in other
coatings such as Al2O3 recently discussed by Kim and Qi.45
These authors suggest a conversion of alumina to LiAlO2 as it
lithiates, which is accompanied by a substantial decrease in the
barrier for Li diﬀusion. A similar behavior may be expected in
alucone on the basis of our simulated results.
Film Reactivity. For the alucone-ﬁlm-coated lithiated Si
particles, Li distribution in the surface of Si particles should be
aﬀected due to the strong Li binding in the ﬁlm. We carried out
AIMD simulations to examine the possible Li migration from
the lithiated Si to the ﬁlm. The slab model contains 5 layers of
Li11Si12(001) and 1 nm layer of alucone ﬁlm, and the simulation
lasts ∼2 ps at 450 K. Some Li atoms were found to migrate
from the lithiated surface to the ﬁlm (not shown). This further
veriﬁes that the ﬁlm is preferred for lithiation in comparison to
the Si nanoparticles.
The strong Li binding in the ﬁlm suggests that reduction
reactions may take place on the surface covered by the alucone
ﬁlm. To test the possibility, we examined the reactivity of
electrolytes on the ﬁlm surface. In the study, ethylene carbonate
(EC) is used as the electrolyte. Two slab models, respectively,
including 5 layers of Si(001) and Li11Si12(001), covered by a 1
nm thickness ﬁlm are employed (Figure 9).

Figure 9. AIMD simulations illustrating EC adsorption on an
unlithiated alucone ﬁlm surface. A and B include 5 layers of Si(001)
and Li11Si12(001), respectively. The EC adsorption sites are circled by
red lines. No EC reduction is observed in this case.

The AIMD simulations show that EC molecules are strongly
adsorbed on the ﬁlm surface in both models where the EC
carbonyl oxygen bonds with Al atoms from the ﬁlm (Figure 9).
In B, some of the Li atoms diﬀuse from the electrode into the
ﬁlm. Although EC is bound onto Al atoms, no decomposition
reaction is captured during the simulation period (4.5 ps), most
likely due to a lack of conductive routes for electrons in the
low-lithiated ﬁlm.
However, our experimental results indicate the lithiated
alucone ﬁlm is both electronically and ionically conductive.11
To further investigate this point, we evaluate two additional
models: in the ﬁrst the ﬁlm is completely saturated with Li
atoms located in all possible most favorable lithiation sites as
discussed in relation to Figure 7. In the second model the ﬁlm
is supersaturated; that is, the Li concentration goes beyond
saturation of the most favorable sites. These additional Li atoms
were added in random locations to the ﬁlm. The binding
energies of these sequential Li additions were computed
(Supporting Information, Figures S4 and S5). It is observed
that the slope of binding energy versus the amount of Li in the
ﬁlm changes drastically beyond the saturation point with the
binding becoming much less favorable. Thus, further Li atoms
passing through the ﬁlm beyond its saturation point will not be
strongly retained; instead, their diﬀusion will be facilitated as
required during charge or discharge of the battery. The
calculated results agree well with the experimental data. The
fast lithiation process has been conﬁrmed for the coated Si
anode, which enables the coated Si anode to cycle at high
cycling rates.22
To assess the ﬁlm’s electronic conductivity, we used the
procedure described in Figure 1 applied to the Li18Si36 model of
the anode covered by two diﬀerent ﬁlms: a “saturated” ﬁlm
represented by C14Li5Al5O15H26 where all the 5 Al−Ox groups
are coordinated with Li, and a “supersaturated” ﬁlm of
composition C14Li11Al5O15H26 where there are 6 extra Li
atoms added to random locations in the ﬁlm. The results are
shown in Figure 10.
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favorable sites, the ﬁlm becomes electronically conductive, and
ethylene carbonate molecules easily decompose on its surface
following similar electron transfer mechanisms as detected
previously on lithiated silicon anodes. The current analysis
explains how a passivation SEI layer may be formed over the
surface of the lithiated ﬁlm once most of the favorable Li
binding sites are occupied by irreversibly adsorbed Li.

■
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Figure S1 depicting the galvanostatic cycling curve of a 1.2 nm
alucone ﬁlm. Figure S2 showing the average atomic charges
inside the ﬁlm during lithiation. Figure S3 depicting electron
density maps on a plane located inside the alucone ﬁlm and
parallel to the anode surface. Figures S4 and S5 showing the
binding energies of Li atoms to the alucone ﬁlm covering a pure
Si and a LiSi surface, respectively. The Supporting Information
is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website at
DOI: 10.1021/acsami.5b01917.

Figure 10. Electron current determined for various values of applied
voltage for the two model systems. A clear enhancement of the
electron conductivity is found in the supersaturated ﬁlm.

■

In agreement with the experimental results, the calculated
electronic conductivity shows that the lithiated ﬁlm is able to
conduct electrons, and such ability increases as the lithiation
goes beyond saturation of the ﬁlm.
The ability of the ﬁlm to conduct electrons may induce the
reduction of the electrolyte species and form a passivation layer
on the surface of the lithiated alucone ﬁlm, as determined by
new AIMD simulations. We found fast EC reduction on both
the saturated and supersaturated ﬁlms. For the saturated and
supersaturated ﬁlms, sequential two electron transfer happens
in two steps: ﬁrst the EC molecule receives an electron from
the surface and becomes an open EC− radical, which after a
second electron transfer becomes CO32− and C2H4. In another
surface, EC is reduced to open EC2− receiving 2 electrons
simultaneously from the surface. The open EC2− radical anion
is further reduced to CO−2 and O(C2H4)O2−, another radical
anion. These are just examples of the multiple reactions that
can be observed at this high lithiation degree, which are similar
to the initial reactions leading to nucleation of SEI products on
the coated electrode found in other highly lithiated
surfaces.46−48 However, with the involvement of the alucone
ﬁlm, the reduction of EC may contribute to a new-type of SEI.
Investigations are ongoing to understand the eﬀect of coating
(especially the Al-Ox groups) on the chemistry of the SEI.
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